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European Alternatives is a transnational civil society organisation working since 2007 to promote democracy, equality and culture beyond the nation state. Over fifteen years ago we published the first edition of our transnational journal - a space to map out visions, ideas and pathways for an alternative, open and radically more democratic Europe.

In that first issue, Etienne Balibar set out his theses for an ‘Alter-Globalizing Europe’. The theses called for a postcolonial European identity that overcomes the ‘East-West’ divide and the ‘West then the Rest’ mentality; an open Europe that invents a variable geometry, acknowledging its constitutive interpenetration with vast Euro-Atlantic, Euro-Asian, Euro-Mediterranean and Euro-African spaces; as American hegemony declines, a Europe that positions itself as mediator not a power bloc - tending towards conflict reduction, redistribution, egalitarianism and decentralisation; and a Europe whose relationship with the so-called global ‘South’ is characterised by a genuine reciprocity of possibilities of co-development.

Sixteen years later, where are we with this vision of Europe? Relaunching the European Alternatives transnational journal in 2023, this is a space to grapple with the specificities and challenges of constructing a new geopolitical imaginary.

In the realm of conflict reduction and anti-Occidentalism, the Russian war on Ukraine looms large. This issue’s features include Ukrainian activist and intellectual Hannah Perekhodha who deconstructs Western-centric narratives of the war and advocates instead the recognition of subaltern agency in Ukraine. Political scientist Daniele Archibugi’s complimentary piece discusses practical solutions towards achieving justice for the heinous crimes of war; punishing rulers not peoples and depoliticising an international criminal justice system skewed in favour of world powers.

With a focus on greening transatlantic relations, John Feffer looks at Euro-Atlantic responsibility in tackling the climate crisis, advocating an approach that collaborates rather than competes with China and which implements meaningful redistribution, reparation and co-operation in support of just transition in the so-called “Global South”. Drawing different threads together, our interview with Marina Garcés deconstructs the paralysis-inducing mentality of inevitable apocalypse, instead positing a renewed faith in the temporality of action and consequence, where human agency in symbiosis with nature can shape a just and sustainable world.

In our sections on assembling and organising, we explore the antiborder movement across the fight for climate justice to migrant suffrage to LGBTQ+ rights; we walk through the streets of Berlin in a lesson on decolonising the metropolis, and we explore the pitfalls and potential of democratising the European Union through citizens assemblies. In our final section on Art Beyond Borders, we showcase the potential for art to transform, inspire and create decolonial systems and radical practice, weaving a network from Matavén through to Gijón, Istanbul, Berlin and Warsaw.

We hope this journal can be a critical and accessible space where ideas and actions can interact to foster new connections, systems, temporalities and imaginaries - linking social movements, academics, civil society, artists, activists and the very earth we inhabit to build together and live the alternatives we dream.
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On planetary crisis, building alternatives: An interview with Marina Garcés

We are living through an accelerated worsening of the material conditions of life. The intrinsic crisis of capitalism, based on growth and speculation, is becoming increasingly evident, both in its social impact and in the scientifically demonstrable limits of the planet and its resources. In this context, fascination with the apocalypse is the dominant narrative of our time and has strongly influenced the political, aesthetic and scientific spheres.

In her essay *New Radical Enlightenment* (Anagrama, 2017) the philosopher Marina Garcés warns that this fascination perpetuates a sense of impotence, linked to the impossibility of dealing with and intervening in one’s own living conditions. Is it not precisely our attitude of surrender, she suggests, that could actually be taking our species to the edge of its sustainability?

For Garcés, postmodernity has given way to a "posthumous condition", which manifests itself in the blind belief in this story about the irreversible destruction of our living conditions. At the same time, she posits an “enlightened illiteracy” behind this: we know everything but we cannot do anything. This attitude has different effects, from the way in which power systems or identities are configured, up to the very meaning of actions. Faced with this, Garcés suggests reclaiming the vital link between knowledge and emancipation. To do so she suggests a radical new enlightenment with ‘the critic’ as its principle weapon.

By ‘new enlightenment’ the philosopher does not mean recovering the modernizing project that, since the eighteenth century and with the expansion of capitalism through colonialism, dominated the world, but enlightenment as an attitude; a critical attitude that implies asking ourselves why we believe what we believe. ‘Credulity’ is the basis of all domination, as it implies a delegation of intelligence and conviction. Without criticism, knowledge tends to become useless because although we access its contents we do not know how or from where to relate these strands. The new enlightenment is not about knowing what is most correct, but what is the most accurate relationship with each of the various forms of experience and knowledge.
As early as the 50s Günther Anders wrote in *The Obsolescence of Man* that our species has become small with respect to its own actions. Human activity, both individually and collectively, can no longer be equivalent to the level of the complexity it generates. How does this relate to philosophy? And how does it relate to our species? In this current context of transforming the environment as something that is not outside of us, but that we are simultaneous with. This is where the necessity of rethinking the human opens up: the humanistic tradition, the contingency between the human, the natural and the technological. To develop other ways of thinking and thinking about ‘us’ will mean that things can only get worse. Maybe we have access to many analyses and inventions. The utopian past, though, do I not know where to find it. As with everything nature is a key case, sometimes I take up some things like the cities in transition, and the ecology of the pole that Joan Martínez Alió talks about in Barcelona.

I see an important shift with respect to more ‘mod- erne’ approaches which amount to the sets of ideas that still had an idea of a different nature, separate from society and the human and, therefore, that one could care for, preserve or de- fend as something ‘other’. Many of the current forms of environmentalism no longer handle this previous concept of nature; the approach is no longer preservative but more ecosystemic, it is more about thinking about how to combine, how to live in a dynamic and, therefore, trans- formative way.

‘Untransformed nature’ no longer exists but, on the other hand, there are different ways of coexisting in this activity of transforming the environment as something that is not outside of us, but that we are simultaneous with. This is the text of rethinking the human opens up: the humanistic tradition, the contingency between the human, the natural and the technological, capitalism. There is a struggle about how to situate ourselves in this continuity, and this feeds into very different interests depend- ing on how the question is posed.

In fact, we now see growing trends such as posthuman- ism among philosophers, and also the complaints of their detractors. In this context, you’ve highlighted the danger of delegating to the machine. MG I’m not working on right now, so I’m not an expert. But for me the problem is not in the de- bate between the artificial and the human, which is where practically all these humanist positions remain. The fear of the machine and the robot, in a kind of neodualism; as if there were something authentic and pure in the human that had nothing to do with the technical. We cannot address the current transformations if we remain solely in the ‘do not touch the human’ position, in a kind of quasi-religious gesture. From the other ideological extreme, there are also other positions that amount to the same thing as the tech- nophobe vision. On the one hand, the idea that only arti- ficial intelligence can bring us up to what today’s capitalism needs in terms of productivity, intelligence and intensive processes. Then there is the same operation in reverse, which implies the appearance of new techno-utop- ies, an emancipatory kind. It is the idea that only the la- ters, AI or cyborgs can save us from slavery, work, the precariousness of life, environmental destruction, etc. MG I believe that nothing can save us, in the sense that if we think of ourselves in terms of salvation and condem- nation there is no salvation. But I do not believe that we are condemned either. That is to say, I believe that criti- cally thinking, capable of discerning and analyzing what is happening in each context and in each moment, does not have to accept this code of condemnation-salvation that both capitalism and its critics are increasingly using.

In this continuity between the human, the natural and the technological it is necessary to analyze which relations give us more capacities for emancipation and those that subordinate or subject us more to conditions of exploitation and delegation. Because mainly what hap- pens in this disproportion between what we can do and what we imagine we can do is that the ability to think, imagine and work with what we do is so far away, that we end up delegating to more effective functions than we should. Of course we also delegating the ox to drag the plough, which is to say we have always transferred part of our own responsibility to others.

The problem is that in this thinking we find a kind of anthropological surrender. What worries me is the thought that as humans we cannot and do not know how to relate to the world, to the other, to develop other ways of thinking and thinking about ‘us’ and do it for us. Almost anything can fit into this struc- ture: from a super leader, the mega-entrepreneur Donald Trump, to the war robot or doctor robot. Regarding the latter it doesn’t seem a bad idea to me that they exist, but it’s another thing entirely what relationship we are willing to have with what we invent.

**Artists and researchers such as James Bridle or Zach Blas warn of, for example, the false neutrality attributed to algorithms. I believe in the ‘objective’ nature of these but they already control many areas of our daily lives. We are delegating very serious decisions to them.**

MG We delegate neutrality to them. In some studies that I have read about war robots, they no longer refer to the robot that is going to deactivate the bomb or the drone that is going to launch the missile, but robots designed to make decisions for us, to take the action that we can’t take for moral or other reasons. In this way it is possible to disarm or make decisions under the guise of autonomy, which turns us into a kind of ‘humanoid’ that is part of the machinery. The final decision is transferred to them under the assumption, from the ethics of war, that it will be more neutral. For example, when a robot fights, unlike a human, it doesn’t have the biases of ideology and emotion. But the algorithm also draws ideology, emotionality, world views, assessments about the worth of things. Under this guise, many robots that look at that future that is falling apart. On the other hand, there is a struggle about how to situate ourselves in this continuity, and this feeds into very different interests depend- ing on how the question is posed.

**You say that every time and society has its forms of ig- norance. Given the excess of information to which we are exposed, if previously credulity was based on the ab- sence of knowledge or fears of being tricked, today’s ignorance is about who has the knowledge or educ- ation to have with what we invent.**

MG This is a problem. For example, there is much talk about ‘deep learning’ and ‘machine learning’ in computer science. These are topics that have become very fashionable in the past few years, and the lines of research are now still in their infancy. The limitations of artificial intelligence are already very evident. The problem is that in this thinking we find a kind of anthropological surrender. What worries me is the thought that as humans we cannot and do not know how to relate to the world, to the other, to develop other ways of thinking and thinking about ‘us’ and do it for us. Almost anything can fit into this struc- ture: from a super leader, the mega-entrepreneur Donald Trump, to the war robot or doctor robot. Regarding the latter it doesn’t seem a bad idea to me that they exist, but it’s another thing entirely what relationship we are willing to have with what we invent.

**The team of EA met with Marina Garcés at the Trans Europa Festival in Madrid to chat with her about apocalyptic discourses and alternatives to it.**

**As early as the 50s Günther Anders wrote in *The Obsolescence of Man* that our species has become small with respect to its own actions. Human activity, both individually and collectively, can no longer be equivalent to the level of the complexity it generates. How does this relate to philosophy? And how does it relate to our species? In this current context of transforming the environment as something that is not outside of us, but that we are simultaneous with. This is where the necessity of rethinking the human opens up: the humanistic tradition, the contingency between the human, the natural and the technological. To develop other ways of thinking and thinking about ‘us’ will mean that things can only get worse. Maybe we have access to many analyses and inventions. The utopian past, though, do I not know where to find it. As with everything nature is a key case, sometimes I take up some things like the cities in transition, and the ecology of the pole that Joan Martínez Alió talks about in Barcelona.**

**I see an important shift with respect to more ‘moderne’ approaches which amount to the sets of ideas that still had an idea of a different nature, separate from society and the human and, therefore, that one could care for, preserve or defend as something ‘other’. Many of the current forms of environmentalism no longer handle this previous concept of nature; the approach is no longer preservative but more ecosystemic, it is more about thinking about how to combine, how to live in a dynamic and, therefore, transformative way.**

‘Untransformed nature’ no longer exists but, on the other hand, there are different ways of coexisting in this activity of transforming the environment as something that is not outside of us, but that we are simultaneous with. This is the text of rethinking the human opens up: the humanistic tradition, the contingency between the human, the natural and the technological, capitalism. There is a struggle about how to situate ourselves in this continuity, and this feeds into very different interests depending on how the question is posed.

**In fact, we now see growing trends such as posthumanism among philosophers, and also the complaints of their detractors. In this context, you’ve highlighted the danger of delegating to the machine. MG I’m not working on right now, so I’m not an expert. But for me the problem is not in the debate between the artificial and the human, which is where practically all these humanist positions remain. The fear of the machine and the robot, in a kind of neodualism; as if there were something authentic and pure in the human that had nothing to do with the technical. We cannot address the current transformations if we remain solely in the ‘do not touch the human’ position, in a kind of quasi-religious gesture. From the other ideological extreme, there are also other positions that amount to the same thing as the technophobe vision. On the one hand, the idea that only artificial intelligence can bring us up to what today’s capitalism needs in terms of productivity, intelligence and intensive processes. Then there is the same operation in reverse, which implies the appearance of new techno-utopies, an emancipatory kind. It is the idea that only the later, AI or cyborgs can save us from slavery, work, the precariousness of life, environmental destruction, etc. MG I believe that nothing can save us, in the sense that if we think of ourselves in terms of salvation and condemnation there is no salvation. But I do not believe that we are condemned either. That is to say, I believe that critically thinking, capable of discerning and analyzing what is happening in each context and in each moment, does not have to accept this code of condemnation-salvation that both capitalism and its critics are increasingly using.**

**In this continuity between the human, the natural and the technological it is necessary to analyze which relations give us more capacities for emancipation and those that subordinate or subject us more to conditions of exploitation and delegation. Because mainly what happens in this disproportion between what we can do and what we imagine we can do is that the ability to think, imagine and work with what we do is so far away, that we end up delegating it to more effective functions than we should. Of course we also delegating the ox to drag the plough, which is to say we have always transferred part of our own responsibility to others.**

**The problem is that in this thinking we find a kind of anthropological surrender. What worries me is the thought that as humans we cannot and do not know how to relate to the world, to the other, to develop other ways of thinking and thinking about ‘us’ and do it for us. Almost anything can fit into this structure: from a super leader, the mega-entrepreneur Donald Trump, to the war robot or doctor robot. Regarding the latter it doesn’t seem a bad idea to me that they exist, but it’s another thing entirely what relationship we are willing to have with what we invent.**
ultimately passive, given the volume and intensity of the information we receive permanently and that, in addition, is often redundant and false. The problem is not even this, but the fact that it no longer generates any kind of relation to some kind of reciprocity. Imagine those ducks that they feed excessively to make foie gras. Sometimes I have the feeling that we are like those ducks: they tell us everything until our liver swells and it bursts.

Earlier you mentioned the ‘cities in transition’ as a new narrative that encourages action. What are these cities in transition?

MG Cities in transition is a movement that began in England and that starts from the idea that it is not so much about adopting one model or another – production, consumption, exploitation – nor thinking only about the future and of models, but of building transformation practices, not only in the present (as if this was a static idea), but in transit. In other words, if we decide to wait to not have gasoline cars to start changing the energy models, that moment will never come.

I like this idea of how criticism and transformation can coexist in time. We already know that criticism today leads us to challenge almost entirely the ways we have to live, but the fact that criticism is necessarily total does not imply that the practice has to wait to be able to relate to that whole, because then we are already once again in the moment of disproportion: you cannot relate to the whole, because you are very small in relation to it.

The cities in transition are full of examples of the first thing that you asked me, of how to begin to make you find what, by ratio of proportion, could not previously be found. The small change and the total change, the daily practice and the transformation of the world, the speed at which certain changes are imposed and the slowness of the consequences of those changes. All these are transitions that we can think of from very concrete experiences.

I also transfer this idea to the field of humanities, since the debate around these has remained stuck in an approach similar to modern environmentalism. “How to save the humanities,” “how to save culture” or “culture can save us.” These are very preservationist, salvationist and conservative concepts and, in the end, also very purist.

How do you think the current political system relates to culture? What possibilities do you think it gives to culture?

MG I believe that the current system, against what it might often seem, does give a lot of importance to culture, but only in a way that is of interest to the system itself. It is not that it relegates culture to the sideline, but that, at least in western societies with more or less social welfare, it makes it the main battlefield: that is where the consumerist society is built, along with uncritical subjectivity. This means that today’s culture builds citizens through an attitude of consumption.

The individual consumes according to a list of possibilities among which he or she can choose, as if it were a menu: political options, lifestyles, ways of being in the world. Culture is not just going to the movies or buying a book, culture is the way in which we understand and shape the way we live together. It is through the culture industry – which ranges from clothing design to commercial cinema, from television to social networks – that we live today as uncritical consumer citizens.

In this context, counterculture is the only one that goes some way towards breaking its own social function. Philosophers such as Nietzsche and Deleuze argued that one can only think against one’s own time. This ‘against’ is not necessarily a destructive force, but the other way around, a creative one: only by creating other ways of understanding and valuing our ways of life can we start thinking and sharing, which is what culture is supposed to be. Yet the cultural forms that the system produces are those that subordinate us more and more, even if they present to us the idea that the market and culture are in opposition. In reality, however, culture is the market, and the market is culture.

MG

MG

This interview by Letizia Ybarra was first published in the online magazine La Grieta.

Marina Garcés is a professor of philosophy at the University of Zaragoza. This year’s TransEuropa Festival will take place in Cluj from 11-15 October.
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On 24 February 2022, the Kremlin launched its “special military operation”, with the announced goal of the explicit disappearance of Ukraine as an independent state and society. Over a year later, Putin’s troops are still unable to crush Ukraine. Planning to take Kyiv in three days, Putin forgot one small detail: Ukraine is not just a former peripheral territory of the Russian Empire, it is a country inhabited by a people and these people will resist to defend themselves. The denial of the agency of subalterns, a product of the colonial and elitist imaginary of the Russian ruling classes, has led to miscalculations so significant that this invasion has turned into a disaster for the Russian army.

Blind spots in the geopolitical approach to the war

The Ukrainian resistance surprised not only Putin, but also Western intellectual circles. Many observers could not, until the day of the invasion, abandon the view that Putin was a ‘pragmatic’ politician whose rationality always had to be sought on the side of political or economic gain. Putin would have been “far too smart” to engage in a large-scale war. This was the conviction of John Mearsheimer, the best known representative of the neo-realist school of thought. The failure of this renowned professor to analyse reality and his inability to foresee the coming war blowing up on a scale that Europe had not seen since 1945 did not prevent his theories from spreading.

This neorealist logic dominates not only the publications in the conservative right-wing newspapers where he is a regular guest. This year we have seen that when it comes to pronouncing on the war in Ukraine, left-wing figures who are highly respected for their commitment against Western imperialism and human rights. Ukraine is paying the price for decades of this Western complacency and economic cynicism, and it is paying with the lives of its citizens.

The annexation of Crimea and the creation of separatist states in eastern Ukraine (2014), the crushing of popular revolutions in Belarus (2019) and Kazakhstan (2021) were not caused by any external threat. Russian interference was nothing more than the autocratic and mafia regime’s response to the threat of “democratic spread” that had the potential to move across the border into Russia. The existence of a neighbouring country whose revolution succeeds, paving the way for democratic and economic development, risks awakening dangerous ide- as amongst Russians.

Putin’s regime has made Russia one of the most une- qual states in the world. War is a logical outcome for such regimes, as it is one of the last ways to close ranks within a country that threatens to collapse under the weight of internal contradictions between the working classes and those who are obscenely rich and virtually uncontrollable. Putin’s mo- tives therefore have much more to do with the desire to pre- serve his prerogative to exploit the Russian population with total impunity than with the actions of the leaders of Europe or the United States.

Western political and economic elites are, however, among those who bear a very heavy responsibility for what is happening to Ukraine. Not because they “humiliated” or “threatened” Russia. Putin invaded Ukraine because he was convinced that the Western elites are just as corrupt and just as cynical as ever. After all, they already let Putin have his way with Chechnya, Georgia, Syria and Ukraine in 2014. For decades they had no problem trading with this regime that annexes territories of independent states, murders political opponents, legalises the hunting of LGBTQ people, funds far- right parties around the world and openly disrespects interna- tional law and human rights. Ukraine is paying the price for decades of this Western complicity and economic cyni- cism, and it is paying with the lives of its citizens.

Russian nationalist ideology and the aggressive denial of Ukrainian independence

The second aspect that geopolitical analyses fail to take into account is the history of relations between Russia and Ukraine, which is marked by a very long sequence of domi- nation and oppression. Ukraine is more than a neighbour for Russia: it is a central part of its national identity – for anyone who identifies with the dominant Russian nationalist narrative, it is a necessary evil. By announcing the invasion of the neighbouring country, Putin is explicitly saying: Russians and Ukrainians are one and the same people. The distinct national identity of Ukrainians is said to be an artificial invention, a result of the plot by West- ern forces to weaken Russia. A long article, published in July 2021, bearing the signature of the President of the Russian Federation, is devoted entirely to this subject. The Ukrainian state is an illegitimate invention, it has no right to exist. Under the title “On the historical unity of Russians and Ukrainians”, Putin develops this same conception, in which he “firmly be- lieves”. Ukrainians must become Russians... or disappear.

Should we perceive Putin’s speech denying the right of Ukrainians to exist only as a discursive manipulation intended to conceal the “true” motivations of the “strategist” president? Would it be completely incongruous to admit that for this en-thusiast of Russian historiography in its most essentialist and nationalist version, the will to accomplish his “historical mis- sion” could be one of the determining reasons for engaging in such a war? This does not imply, of course, that Putin’s expan- sionism does not have a material basis. Ultimately, all wars are fought over the distribution of resources and power. Howev- er, it is important to avoid a reductionist economic approach, which tends to see the war as a struggle for the control of resources and markets. Putin’s ideas to justify the invasion of Ukraine do not serve to conceal his “real” interests. Distorted through the prism of pseudo-historical schemes, they are the very expression of his interests. Archaic as it may seem, na- tional ideologies still have an exceptional performative power, they can incite the perpetuation of wars and genocides. And given the personalistic nature of Putin’s regime, his personal beliefs play a disproportionate role in his policy decisions.

The existence of a neighbouring country where revolution succeeds, paving the way for democratic and economic development, risks awakening dangerous ideas amongst Russians.

Social inequality in Russia and Western economic cynicism

The annexation of Crimea and the creation of separatist states in eastern Ukraine (2014), the crushing of popular revolutions in Belarus (2019) and Kazakhstan (2021) were not caused by any external threat. Russian interference was nothing more than the autocratic and mafia regime’s response to the threat of “democratic spread” that had the potential to move across the border into Russia. The existence of a neighbouring country whose revolution succeeds, paving the way for democratic and economic development, risks awakening dangerous ide- as amongst Russians.

Those who defend such a reading share, sometimes unwittingly, a so-called neorealist perspective on international relations, which is based on the conviction that states are rational actors, seeking to maximise their national interests. Having to operate in a hostile and ruthless world, they submit to a zero-sum game logic. Russia would also be a rational actor motivated by objective security concerns. One of the prerequisites for this type of analysis is the basic assumption on which its proponents build their arguments, namely the shared and presumed objective rationality of states.

It is clear that a state is not a person with a will of its own, but a social construct in which conflicts between class-
Unfortunately, the lack of knowledge about the Russian national narrative, the role that Russian nationalists attribute to Ukraine, and the denial of Ukrainian agency and the legitimacy of their historical experience prevent many people outside the post-Soviet space from understanding the nature of this war and acting responsibly and appropriately.

With whom do we stand in solidarity?

In February 2022, the great powers assumed that Ukraine would fall in three weeks. But over a year has passed, and Ukraine is resisting. The resistance of subalterns could be surprising when we fail to integrate into our analyses the agency of countries and societies that hardly exist on our mental maps. Left-wing intellectuals are right to be critical of Western hegemony. But in denouncing Western hegemony, we risk falling into a perverse form of Western-centrism that ignores inequalities, and thus the voices of the subalterns, outside the binary opposition between ‘the West and the Rest’.

Analysing the Russian war in Ukraine from an exclusively ‘geopolitical’ perspective often leads to seeing the world through the spectacles of the ruling classes of the great powers. If one sees the world as a chess game where the real agents are the states and not the people, it follows logically that one finds oneself supporting the ruling classes of countries opposed to the United States and seeking to redistribute the spheres of exclusive domination. This type of approach renders the popular classes, the oppressed nations, the subalterns in general, invisible, denying their own capacity for action. It is therefore intrinsically incompatible with progressive political values. It leads not only to false conclusions, but also to dangerous positions. Legitimising or even praising the rise of non-Western imperialisms because they are seen as a ‘multipolar’ challenge to US unipolarity, while exhibiting overtly fascist tendencies and carrying out genocidal policies, is politically irresponsible.

The “multipolar” world promoted by Putin will be nothing but a world where one can invade; use terror; threaten the world with nuclear weapons, famine and energy shortages; where the great powers share spheres of influence to install the most oppressive regimes and plunder nature and population with total impunity. The current war is probably one of those decisive moments that call for a deep reflection on the blind spots of our analyses and that require us to take real political responsibility. With whom are we in solidarity? With the peoples in struggle or with the ruling classes of revanchist imperialisms that seek to redistribute the planet? It is time to give an honest answer.

We risk falling into a perverse form of Western-centrism that ignores inequalities, and thus the voices of the subalterns, outside the binary opposition between ‘the West and the Rest’.

With whom are we in solidarity? With the peoples in struggle or with the ruling classes of revanchist imperialisms that seek to redistribute the planet? It is time to give an honest answer.
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Can criminal law bring peace and justice to Ukraine?

Daniele Archibugi on the paradox of impartial international criminal justice and the Realpolitik of peace negotiations
As with the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq which opened the 21st century, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine brings us back to an anachronistic and brutal world system. It is not the continuation of politics by other means, but the inability of politics to address problems.

Not only are Ukrainians paying the consequences, forced to suffer a violent and criminal aggression, but so is the Russian population, the citizens of neighbouring countries, and all those who depend on these countries for the supply of food and raw materials.

The irrationality of war

This war, in addition to being brutal, is profoundly stupid and one wonders how a powerful government like the Russian one, which has secret services, investigative centres, forecasting tools, data analysis capabilities complete with satellites and so on, stumbled upon such a senseless adventure.

History has shown far too many cases of governments engaging in irrational warfare despite being well-equipped in strategic studies. Where no positional advantage can be gained on the international scene, often the reason that leads to unleashing a conflict is sought in national political dynamics. The propensity to lash out against external enemies to better oppress one’s subjects and consolidate internal power has already been repeatedly denounced by thinkers of the past such as Erasmus of Rotterdam and Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Fearing an external threat helps delay arbitrary power and silence opposition. Governments use nationalistic rhetoric in these situations: “They are attacking us!” “They want to annihilate us!” “Let’s run in defence of the homeland!” are the recurring slogans that the attackers use even when they have been attacked. With this propaganda, rulers often manage to create the rally-round-the-flag effect, which allows critical voices to be silenced and opposition to be repressed.

What are the antidotes to this propaganda? First of all, to build bridges between the civil societies of the countries involved in the conflict and to unmask the idea that there might be divergent interests between governments, but not among the peoples. But also, to ensure that the responsibilities of war fall on the governments that unleash them and not on the peoples who suffer them. To this end, legal instruments can play a crucial role.

Towards a right to protect peoples

In traditional international law, especially developed by jurists and diplomats commissioned by rulers, there is no difference between government and people. The government acts on behalf of the entire state and every action it takes must be supported by the nation. Based on the dogma of sovereignty, international law has prescribed two norms to protect those in charge. The first states that anyone acting on behalf of a state (i.e. the government and its representatives) is free from individual criminal liability. The second is that individuals who act because they carry out orders from their government are also exempt from possible faults. If things go well, the rulers credit themselves as victorious commanders. If they go wrong (for example, because they lose the war), those who exercise government are immune from liability. It is the people who pay the consequences, punished in terms of dead and wounded, sanctions, economic crises, reconstruction costs.

One could say with Adam Smith that if a people is led by a despot who causes damage to other communities, it is its responsibility to rise up and overthrow him, and if it does not, it is then logical that it is forced to pay the consequences jointly.

If the government commits any offence against a neighbouring sovereign or subject, and its own people continue to support and protect it, as it were, in it, they thereby become accessory and liable to punishment along with “it” … A nation must either allow itself to be liable for the damages, or give up the government altogether.

But, if subjugated by a despotic regime, the people may lack adequate information, or simply lack the strength to dethrone the regime. One of the advances made in the sphere of law after the Second World War was to make rulers and their agents accountable for their actions. The Nuremberg Trials represented a milestone because they aimed at ascertaining the individual responsibilities of a few and, in doing so, they allowed the German people to turn the page and integrate into a new international context. But those trials had two major flaws. The first is that it was the victors who judged the vanquished, the second is that the rules were written after the end of the war. For several decades, attempts have been made with difficulty to comply with these problems and only with the establishment of the International Criminal Court (ICC) in 1998 was an impartial institution created with the competence to act against the most heinous crimes, the so-called international crimes (aggression, genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity).

Entering into operation in 2002, the ICC has so far achieved insufficient results: international crimes have continued to be committed, and the trials it has been able to speed up have been very few and mostly confined to blood-thirsty dictators who had lost the sceptre of power. In short, it acted ex-post against politicians who have now become cumbersome figures in world politics. The ICC has raised many hopes but unfortunately has achieved few results. Too many crimes have gone not only unpunished but even unreported due to lack of political interest and economic resources.

The ambiguities of criminal law in war times

To thwart the invasion of Ukraine, hopes arose that international criminal justice could help stem the arbitrariness. Never before have prosecutors and investigators been so active during (rather than after) a conflict. A few days after the tragic invasion and the consequent massacre of civilians in Bucha and other localities, the ICC managed to send numerous forensic experts to collect evidence about the crimes committed. The ICC did not have sufficient resources to carry out all these investigations, so much so that it was not able to send comparable teams to other parts of the planet where similar crimes are known to occur. For Ukraine it was able to do it, thanks to ad hoc funding and the qualified personnel made available by some states, France, Holland, Lithuania and other countries promptly provided numerous forensic investigators who went to war zones. For the first time in the history of international criminal law, investigations were not carried out on cold cases, but on still hot corpses.

It was undoubtedly a great step that serves to establish the inappropriateness of international crimes and the willingness of a broad coalition of states to identify and denounce them.

Yet once again the selectivity of the ICC’s action has emerged: it manages to investigate some conflicts but ignores others.

Yet once again the selectivity of the ICC’s action has emerged: it manages to investigate some conflicts but ignores others. Nor should we forget that the ICC does not enjoy a monopoly on international crimes. During the war in Ukraine, both the parties to the dispute and other states re-

3. The ambiguities of criminal law in war times

1. Denis Pushilin, the head of the Russian-controlled territory in Donetsk, issued a so-called Nuremberg Tribunal II to punish crimes by Ukrainian forces (which they label “neo-Nazis”) in the territories that since 2014 they have occupied. These crimes have been committed against Ukrainian civilians, including ethnic minorities, and have been repeatedly denounced by international organizations such as the OSCE and by non-governmental organizations. Pushilin’s “tribunal” has been dismissed as a farce by many observers, including the European Union. Nevertheless, some separatists have supported the move, probably because they believe it will help them achieve their goals.

2. President Biden has repeatedly stated that he wants to prosecute crimes committed in Ukraine through an international tribunal, without elaborating its nature or the criteria for its establishment. This could undermine the existing international criminal justice system and dilute efforts to establish a global justice system. There are concerns that such a tribunal would undermine the independence of the ICC and prevent it from investigating crimes committed by Russian forces.

3. The International Criminal Court (ICC) established in 1998 to try those responsible for genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity has been repeatedly threatened by Russia and its allies. In 2014, the Russian Federation exercised its veto to block an ICC investigation into the situation in Ukraine. This shows the need for the ICC to strengthen its independence and autonomy.

4. The Ukrainian courts have already taken action to punish war crimes committed on their territory. The death of Vitali Markiv, a journalist killed in 2017 during fighting in eastern Ukraine, has been investigated by the ICC and the Ukrainian court. The Ukrainian court has sentenced a Russian soldier to life in prison for the killing of Vitali Markiv.

If President Biden intends to strengthen international criminal justice, he should first get his country to join the ICC.

The International Criminal Court for Ukraine

The advantage of the ICC lies precisely in the fact that it should guarantee impartiality and avoid the exploitation of criminal justice for propaganda. Still, it is far from being a world court since only 132 states have joined the ICC, while another 70 have been wary of it. Among them, not only the United States, Russia, China, India and Israel, but also Ukraine. Only belatedly, and on the occasion of the invasions suffered by Russia in 2014 and 2022, Ukraine accepted that the ICC could investigate crimes committed on its territory. This allowed, immediately after the invasion of February 2022, the Prosecutor of the ICC to request authorization to carry out the investigations, immediately approved by a block of 40 states (including all European countries, Canada, Australia and other allies).

A year after the start of the investigation, ICC Prosecutor Karim Khan has decided to indict and request the arrest of Putin and his Commissioner for Children’s Rights Maria Alekseyevna Luova-Belova for the apparently less disturbing crime, namely the abduction of Ukrainian children, transferred from war zones occupied by the Russian Army to Russia and in some cases even given up for adoption to Russian families.

It is perhaps surprising that, with all the war crimes documented and the much more serious crime of aggression being committed, the Prosecutor focused on what appears to be a minor offence. How come?

The problem is that war crimes committed on the battlefield do not necessarily show Kremlin responsibility, unless it is proven that the government has encouraged troops to commit them. And for the most serious crimes, that of aggression, the ICC has all claws: it is in fact prosecutable only for state parties or if the case is referred to the Security Council (where such a request would not only be blocked by Russia’s veto and where other states, starting with China, would in all likelihood abstain). Which demonstrates the paradoxical situation in which the Prosecutor of the ICC does not have the possibility to act for the crime of war but only for war crimes.

As for the kidnapping of Ukrainian children, however, the Prosecutor had an easy time collecting the evidence, since Russian propaganda publicly declared that it had provided for the transfer and adoption of minors from Ukraine, presenting the facts as if they were a commendable humanitarian initiative.

The political implications of the arrest warrant for Putin

Faced with the arrest warrant issued by the ICC, the Kremlin limited itself to saying it did not recognize its jurisdiction. More provocative and picturesque in style, former President Dmitry Medvedev even threatened to hit the ICC building in The Hague with a hypersonic missile. Surprisingly, there have also been some signs of support from members of global civil society, including from those NGOs which have been very active in promoting the discourse of criminal justice. The President of the Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal, for example, noted that the arrest warrant could delay further peace talks.

Requesting the arrest of a head of state, without having the real possibility of arresting him, complicates negotiations.

If the ICC had the power to arrest Putin, it might as well have the power to arrest any other head of state. But the arrest warrant does not mean that Putin will go to The Hague. The political dimension of this decision is significant.
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end the war. But its powers are infinitely more limited. The ar-
rest warrant may perhaps inhibit Putin’s travel to the countries
belonging to the ICC, but if he were ever to participate in a
peace conference, he would certainly not choose to travel to
a country where it could have such consequences. It can, of
course, be discussed about the ethics of these peace con-
ferences, where government officials shake hands smiling
in front of photographers after they have inflicted major damag-
es to their peoples, but this is how wars end.

The arrest warrant for Putin therefore poses the classic
problem: to what extent can international criminal justice be
autonomous from political choices? If one accepts the idea
that the ICC is an independent judicial body, the implication is
that Prosecutor Kahn has done nothing but his job. If, on
the other hand, we want to consider it a sort of judicial arm of
some Western countries (and in particular of European coun-
tries), there may be doubts about the appropriateness of the
indictment.

The struggle to affirm legality in the
Ukrainian war

Peace is not rendered a service if the instruments of criminal
justice are bent by the needs of politics.

Their utility is to act as a deterrent against international
crimes, also in order to reconstitute a possible dialogue be-
tween the areas that have been in conflict. After the end of the
Second World War, the discourse on international criminal
justice has been asleep for half a century. Liberal countries
revived it at the end of the Cold War a quarter of a century
ago with the ad hoc tribunals for ex-Yugoslavia and Rwanda
and later on with the making of the ICC. The war in Ukraine
offers the possibility to strengthen it in many respects. The
ICC and more broadly the norms about international crimes
are not enough to stop a war, but they can serve to carry out
investigations with greater impartiality than those carried out
by the national authorities, as well as to identify those respon-
sible for specific crimes. For the discourse on international
criminal justice to continue to play a positive role, a number
of initiatives need to be taken.

First of all, it is necessary to widen the membership of the
ICC. It is absurd that the United States, the main promoter of
the Nuremberg and Tokyo Tribunals, has not yet joined the
ICC. And, as mentioned, it is even more absurd that Presi-
dent Biden frequently support the making of that would set
back the formation of an impartial and independent criminal
judiciary. Secondly, the ICC needs to distinguish, at least for
heads of state and members of the government, between in-
dictment and arrest warrant. Proceeding with the indictment
is necessary to develop the judicial process, but the arrest
warrant risks impeding or making diplomatic negotiations
more difficult and it would be wise to postpone them to after
the conflicts have ended.

Thirdly, the ICC must not be left alone in identifying the
crimes committed and those responsible for them. Even with-
out coercive power of last resort, civil society today has the
possibility of gathering information on crimes committed and
identifying those responsible through the courts of opinion.
Bertrand Russell promoted a major opinion tribunal of the
1960s to denounce US war crimes in Vietnam. Since then, the
tradition has been revived by Lelio Basso and the Permanent
Peoples’ Tribunal18. Other opinion tribunals have been held
for other conflicts, such as the one in Istanbul on the 2003
Iraq war19. It is now necessary to establish a similar tribunal
largely supported by various civil society organizations for
Ukraine. The task of this court should also be to understand
the reasons that led to the failure of the Minsk agreements
and why a diplomatic solution has not been found.

Finally, we don’t know how and when, but sooner or
later this war will end. There will be rubble and destruction
on the field, but the Ukrainian and Russian peoples, united by
centuries of common history, will remain there to deal with
the destruction inflicted by insane governments. These peoples
have a common history and will also have a future as neigh-
bours. This war too has fomented hatred and sectarianism,
which is exactly what those who started it wanted to achieve.
Peaceful coexistence needs to be re-established between
the two communities. In other areas of the world, the truth and
reconciliation commissions pioneered by Nelson Mandela in
South Africa have played a fundamental role in identifying the
atrocities committed, condemning the main perpetrators but
also enabling peace-making with a view to future cohabita-
tion. Ukraine and Russia are in desperate need of it, at least
as much as radical regime change in the Kremlin is needed.

Peace is not rendered a
service if the instruments of
criminal justice are bent by
the needs of politics.
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Greening Transatlantic Relations

John Feffer on how the US and EU must engage with each other
and the world in the planetary fight against climate change and
inequality.

DECENTRING EUROPE

24
From a foreign policy perspective, transatlantic relations appear to have reached new heights. The United States and European Union both support Ukraine’s efforts to expel Russian troops from its territory. On the military front, NATO is enjoying boom times thanks to the reemergence of a ‘common enemy’ and the addition of new members like Finland. The United States has gone to great lengths to provide European countries with energy to substitute for Russian oil and gas imports.

But even as they shake hands and smile at each other across the table, Washington and Brussels are trading kicks underneath. The disputes range from noisy trade disagreements to a quiet competition to be the global leader in new Green technologies. Even though climate change is also a common enemy, the United States and the EU haven’t yet found a common purpose in reducing carbon emissions and addressing other environmental threats to the planet. Instead they are competing for markets and economic advantage.

A climate of threat?

After a period of tension during the Trump years, in November 2021 the trade relationship between the EU and US seemed to be heading towards calmer seas when the Biden administration agreed to lift the tariffs that Donald Trump had placed on European steel and aluminum.

But then the Biden team created new problems by including targeted tax breaks for electric vehicles (EV) in its big climate and economic stimulus bill, the Inflation Reduction Act. Americans only get the EV tax credit, for instance, if vehicles are assembled in the United States. The EU argues that the United States is effectively building up its own EV industry with subsidies and protectionist trade barriers.

In response, the EU has launched its own effort to win the race to be the leader of new clean-energy technologies. At the core of the program is a Green Deal Industrial Plan to mobilize EU funds to transform the region’s manufacturing and energy base. The architects of the plan note similar efforts by the United States, Japan, and India, but they also sound a warning about China, whose “pipeline of announced investments in clean technologies exceeds $280 billion...Europe and its partners must do more to combat the effect of such unfair subsidies and prolonged market distortion.”

As part of the Net-Zero Industry Act and other measures, the EU is, in effect, implementing its own version of “unfair subsidies and prolonged market distortion” by using tax breaks and subsidies to scale up the production of solar panels, batteries, and wind turbines. It also aims to increase the domestic sourcing of critical minerals and processing of these key ingredients in clean technologies. Through the Horizon Europe Program, meanwhile, the EU is allocating nearly $100 billion euros to support, among other things, “innovations with potential breakthrough and disruptive nature with scale-up potential that may be too risky for private investors.”

With its Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism, the EU will also penalize carbon-heavy production, whether by domestic or foreign producers. The United States has taken a different route by imposing tariffs only on “dirty” overseas production. These two approaches can be reconciled, but the two sides are more likely to clash both bilaterally and in their trade policies with other parts of the world.

These disagreements have huge consequences. Together, the United States and the EU represent about one-third of the global economy. In terms of carbon footprint, the combined emissions are now less than China’s but represent the lion’s share of historic emissions since the dawn of the Industrial Revolution. By virtue of size, economic power, and shared responsibility for the climate crisis, the United States and European Union have an obligation to sit down and figure out a joint approach to saving the planet—and they should do so with China, not against it.

But for all these pledges, declarations, and confabs, the United States and European Union have not really linked arms to fight climate change. At one point during the Obama years, the United States and China formed a joint partnership, the US-China Clean Energy Research Center, that brought together state actors, businesses, universities, and banks to explore new clean-energy technologies. So intent on competing with one another to become the world’s leader in clean technologies, the United States and EU haven’t come up with anything comparable. Indeed, there was more active cooperation across the Atlantic during the Trump era, albeit for collaboration not competition

The press releases issued by Washington and Brussels paint a positive—and very Green—picture of transatlantic cooperation. For instance, when President Biden and European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen met in Washington in early March, they identified ways to “deepen our cooperation on diversifying critical mineral and battery supply chains” and strive for greater transparency in the way the two sides subsidize new technologies. The two have also pledged close cooperation on preserving biodiversity, promoting sustainable fisheries, reforestation, and so on. A proliferation of institutions—the Clean Energy Incentives Dialogue in the EU- US Trade and Technology Council, the US-EU Task Force on Energy Security, the Partnership for Transatlantic Energy and Climate Cooperation—attempt to harmonize the policies of the two partners.

For collaboration not competition

The United States and European Union have an obligation to sit down and figure out a joint approach to saving the planet—and they should do so with China, not against it.
But perhaps the most important obstacle to greater transatlantic cooperation on climate change is an ideological faith in markets.

Money, politics & ideology

The reason why competition, rather than cooperation, shapes US-EU relations boils down to three factors: money, politics, and ideology.

At the political level, the United States can't agree with the EU on major climate initiatives because it can't even agree with itself. California and Brussels see eye to eye because Liberal Democrats are firmly in control in Sacramento. At the federal level, the United States can't agree with itself. California and Brussels see eye to eye because of its dominant position in the global market for clean energy technologies. China reportedly controls 80 percent of the manufacturing of solar panels, generates 25 percent more wind power than second-place Europe, and is leading the patent race by a large margin to develop a replacement for lithium-ion batteries.

Despite their faith in markets, the United States and EU are losing out to a relatively communist country in the battle to become the world’s leading clean tech giant. A shared fear of China may in the end push the United States and EU toward closer cooperation despite their free-market instincts.

The money side of the equation exerts an even more powerful influence. The clean technology market is large — over $300 billion globally in 2020 — and growing at a rapid pace. By the time markets have "decided" that dirty energy is no longer profitable, it will be too late for the planet.

To begin with, the world faces a resurgent debt crisis, with twice the number of low-income countries at high risk of default today compared to 2015. Many middle-income countries in the Global South, too, are dangerously burdened with debt. Much of this debt is held in Europe and North America, either by governments or private banks. A strong transatlantic push from below for debt restructuring along climate-friendly lines is a promising front for civil society campaigning.

Finally, the issue of trade looms over all of these discussions. Even as the United States and the EU squabble over bilateral trade, they are both negotiating agreements with countries of the Global South to access raw materials and gain preferential terms for their own exports. Activists in the Global North have successfully challenged investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) provisions in these agreements that allow corporations to sue governments for regulations that affect their profitability. This kind of activism can be expanded to address a wide variety of trade stipulations that are both climate-unfriendly and disadvantageous for Global South countries.

The United States and EU have managed to reduce their carbon footprints over the last 20 years. By 2020, EU-27 emissions were 31 percent lower and U.S. emissions 7 percent lower than 1990 levels. But these reductions are largely meaningless in the face of the 53 percent increase in global emissions over the same period. If Brussels and Washington don’t see that they must up their game through mutual coordination and climate justice policies toward the Global South, civic movements will just have to work harder to correct their vision.

Grassroots resistance

Civil society organizations—Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth, FridaysForFuture, Extinction Rebellion—have coordinated activities and campaigns across the Atlantic. They have linked arms to derail the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership, protest the Energy Charter Treaty, and block new fossil fuel projects. The Climate Emergency Fund and the Equation Campaign have funded a new wave of transatlantic activism. Looking ahead, the most promising collaborations are in the realm of climate justice that connect transatlantic actors with the Global South.

To begin with, the world faces a resurgent debt crisis, with twice the number of low-income countries at high risk of default today compared to 2015. Many middle-income countries in the Global South, too, are dangerously burdened with debt. Much of this debt is held in Europe and North America, either by governments or private banks. A strong transatlantic push from below for debt restructuring along climate-friendly lines is a promising front for civil society campaigning.

At the last COP in Egypt, richer countries agreed to a loss-and-damage fund that would go toward compensating poorer countries for the costs already associated with climate change. A Transitional Committee has been established to work out the details, meeting for the first time in March. As with other financing mechanisms—like the Green Climate Fund—richer countries are angling to shirk their loss-and-damage obligations by providing money through new loans, rather than outright grants, and thereby contributing to the debt crisis. Here again is an opportunity for civil society organizations in Europe and the United States to hold their leaders to account and demand sustainable solutions.

Looking ahead, the most promising collaborations are in the realm of climate justice that connect transatlantic actors with the Global South.
Assembling Connecting and Organising
Grounding ‘citizen participation’ in social movements

Alvaro Oleart on how to build effective transnational democratic institutions.

During the past two years, the European Union has ‘experimented’ with new ‘citizen participation’ mechanisms, primarily in the context of the Conference on the Future of Europe (CoFoE). The European Citizens’ Panels (ECPs) used sortition as a way to bring together a ‘representative’ group of ‘everyday citizens’ from across the EU to put forward their views on the future of Europe. However, intermediary actors (civil society, trade unions, national parties) were not sufficiently integrated in the political design of the ECPs, there was very little ‘politics’ in the public sphere (e.g. through the media), and they were insulated from wider societal debate. The insulation of European citizen panels from the European public spheres reminds us that ‘the linkages between democracy and deliberation are contingent rather than necessary’ (He and Warren 2011, 270), and thus not all forms of deliberation have a democratising potential, particularly when conceived in such a narrow way.

This depoliticised approach to democracy has a demobilising effect, since political parties, trade unions and civil society actors are discouraged to participate and may actually deepen the hollowing out (Mair 2013) of EU democracy through processes such as the CoFoE (see Oleart, 2023, for a normative critique of the underlying philosophy with which the CoFoE was organised and constructed).

The article is derived in part from ‘The political construction of the ‘citizen turn’ in the EU: disintermediation and depoliticisation in the Conference on the Future of Europe’ by Alvaro Oleart, published in the Journal of Contemporary European Studies (14 February 2023, copyright Taylor and Francis), available online here.

What does the experience of the ECPs in the CoFoE tell us about the possibility of mobilising ‘citizen participation’ mechanisms to foster transnational democracy? First, while there are good reasons for expanding citizen participation in the EU as a way to foster transnational democracy, citizen assemblies should not be conceived as a silver bullet. As Curato and Böker (2016, 185) have argued, a systemic conception of deliberative democracy ‘underscores that minipublics do not play a constitutive but rather an auxiliary role in deliberative democratisation’. Second, a key element to assess normatively democratic innovation exercises is how they link up with the ‘deliberative system’, and to what extent conflictual dynamics are fostered in the public sphere. It is precisely this micro-macro link that is relevant for EU democracy. Discussing the role of minipublics, Olsen and Trenz (2016, 663) argued that

Not all forms of deliberation have a democratising potential, particularly when conceived in such a narrow way.

the claim for democratic legitimacy of a deliberative minipublic relies on processes of political mediation and public contestation where sufficient degrees of publicity can be generated through which the private (and often experimental) space of small-scale deliberation (the micro) can be meaningfully related to the public spaces of mass democracy (the macro). From a public sphere perspective, the focus ought to be on the extent to which participatory mechanisms are embedded in a broader political field of action and interact with existing intermediary actors that play an influential role in the European public spheres, which is mostly missing in the case of the CoFoE. This process of Europeanisation of politics requires the mediation of intermediary actors, including the media, social movements, trade unions, civil society or political parties from both the transnational and national levels. In this way, the Europeanisation of politics involves an interaction between the national and the EU level, encouraging both horizontal connections (e.g. between Italian and German trade unions or political parties) as well as vertical ones (e.g. between national and EU-level trade unions). Mediation in the EU plays a double role: first, mediator organisations ought to be a space of political socialisation with EU politics, an open door for actors not previously socialised with EU politics, sec-
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This depoliticised approach to democracy has a demobilising effect, since political parties, trade unions and civil society actors are discouraged to participate.

It is difficult to imagine that a factory worker or a refugee fleeing from war as an individual citizen can have as much political weight as a banker that has the relational, cultural, economic, political and symbolic capital to participate and shape EU politics.

The traditionally depoliticised understanding of democracy in the EU, largely illustrated by the CoFoE, is fundamentally opposed to an agonistic public sphere. As Chantal Mouffe has long argued, the belief in the possibility of a universal rational consensus has put democratic thinking on the wrong track. Instead of trying to design the institutions which, through supposedly ‘impartial’ procedures, would recon-
Diversity: interest or obligation?

Paula Soli reflects on intersectional feminism and the harsh realities of claiming space in a world shaped by coloniality.

It is not unusual to notice that the words diversity, equality and inclusion are on everyone’s lips at the moment. It also seems that this inclusive agenda only comes from minoritised groups who reject systemic discrimination because they want a fair, real and effective representation in all societal spheres.

Doesn’t sound too bad, does it? But what are we currently facing when we try to create a more diverse and inclusive vision? Forced inclusion, indoctrination; treated as a threat. But a threat to what? Well, we are a threat to the status quo, to “normality”, to whiteness, to cisheteronormativity, to colonial practices and ideals among other things. My very existence is seen as a threat. Our existence (appealing to minoritised groups) has the potential to threaten what is grudgingly defended. Because it has been decided that my body, my afro, or my life are political causes. Isn’t it ironic? And we assume it, we assume the extra work that we have to do, the search for excellence, the “I am not like the rest”, the defense and survival mechanisms, to unseat ourselves from the “bad heap”, and with luck; perhaps with a little self-love and community love, we will manage to make peace with ourselves and return to that “bad heap” in which we recognize ourselves. Weaving networks from the pain, and trying to free ourselves from the common rage.

My interest in diversity is, in a way, a given. It is intrinsic, implicit, and I could even consider it as obligatory, imposed. To talk about racism, sexism or other discriminations, we only approach those who suffer from them, and of course, those are the only people legitimized enough to speak in first person about personal experiences that should not be counter-argued. However, social justice encompasses cross-cutting issues, from which no one is exempt: whether to their detriment or benefit. If there are people who benefit per se, why aren’t they involved in change-making? They are given the wild card of looking the other way because it doesn’t touch them closely. How easy, isn’t it?

With this I want to state that we cannot, nor should we, champion each and every one of the existing struggles, especially those that we do not experience, but it is our duty to be informed when other people’s rights are violated. But for that to happen, I believe that a voluntary critical exercise is needed, but again, even being an activist and standing up for what we believe in is a huge privilege.

Activism, to a certain extent, is still a privilege. I am writing this article for the European Alternatives project I am involved in called Youth Movement and Campaign Accelerator. It is a proposal that brings together young activists from various countries of the
European Union to learn how to mobilize our local communities around participatory democratic proposals, on issues of special individual and community interest.

When I was invited to the first meeting, without even knowing if I had been accepted into the program, my first reaction was, how diverse is this program? I don’t know if I am going to be very comfortable in a European program in which no people of colour participate (understanding that racial diversity, which is the part that affects me most directly as well as gender, is part of a wider range of representation that also includes sexual identity, religious confession, age, abilities, etc).

What kind of fair representation would it be of the current demographics of the region? One might somehow think that this is a “problem” that I bring upon myself; however, my answer is that I don’t actively seek to feel excluded, on the contrary, I seek to create mediated connections. To know how many people there will be who will be able to understand my experience.

Because I speak from discriminatory experiences. Not only my own, but collective. Let’s call it a defense mechanism. There were two event organized with the program. The first one in Paris in December, the second one in Berlin in March. At the first event that was organized in Paris, I felt comfortable to see that, visibly, there was diversity. Not just the kind that exempts minority groups from being in decision making positions. During the stay, I was able to learn about the work that other participants are doing with their respective groups in various countries, ranging from the fight against climate change, movements in favor of abortion, mental health, the visualization of bisexuality or against climate change, movements in favor of abortion, mental health, the visualization of bisexuality or against dealing with the rest of the participants, who, by being members of activist workshops and exchanges. It was very interesting to see what the other participants had done, and to met new people that got involved later. As in the previous one, I felt comfortable being surrounded by people that practice collective care at a first instance. The fact that everyone was on the same page made it easier to connect without having to be wary about people’s reactions. In effect, this is what happens in some activist movements, there’s the advantage of comfort because you are seen for what you are and, most of the time, there’s no need to go any further explaining your struggles. They understand, or are willing to do so.

With the help of the Here to Support team in Amsterdam and friends, I organized an event in Amsterdam on 5 March in preparation for International Women’s Day. The event was entitled: Feminism, Women and Migration. The aim of the event was to highlight the importance of having an inclusive and intersectional view on feminism, as there is still a clear under-representation of POC and migrant women’s groups. Undocumented women shared their experiences with the rest of the participants, who, by being there, were showing an interest in the issue.

However, how can we influence a more humane migration policy if the people who can exert that weight are not interested, or simply, as it is an issue that does not concern them, they can use their privilege to look the other way? Returning to the idea of creating more diverse, equitable and inclusive spaces, how can we do this if the people who hold the most power do not share any discrimination against the people who “should” be included?

To continue with the irony, there would probably be noticeable changes in this area if people from privileged groups did something, however small. That’s just the way it is.

I wish we could get past the stage of asking people who suffer any kind of oppression/discrimination why diversity is important, to stop asking why we have the right to step out of the margins and write our own stories. Because that would imply that we are only being done a favor by being given a space to speak. No, that space belongs to us as much as it belongs to anyone else, but it just so happens that now it’s up to us to prove it. So I appeal to individual critique to think about what space we should occupy, and what our role in it is.

And if we are visible, and if there are more of us, and if more and more people see themselves represented, as is the real reflection of our society, and if we make people uncomfortable, so be it.

Let’s continue to make people uncomfortable.
Decolonising Berlin: the materiality of anticolonial resistance

Seema Syeda on the lessons of a walking tour led by Berlin-based cultural project Dekoloniale.

German colonialism and its enduring impacts have long been hidden from public discourse. Dekoloniale, a cultural project that seeks to critically deal with the history of colonialism and its consequences, is challenging this erasure. Led by communities at the forefront of anticolonial resistance, the project seeks to resurface the invisibilised history of empire and campaigns for justice for those impacted by its violence.

The material history of German colonialism is spread across the city of Berlin and remains entangled - through buildings, objects, human remains and memories of trauma - with other parts of the world. Berlin Postkolonial e.V., an organization that forms part of the Dekoloniale project, led a walking tour and workshop in Berlin for participants of European Alternative's Youth Movement and Campaign Accelerator Bootcamp, to raise awareness about this past and the continuing resistance to its consequences.

Anton Wilhelm Amo Strasse
The tour started at Anton Wilhelm Amo Strasse, a site of symbolic victory for the decolonial movement. This street used to be called 'Mohrenstrasse', drawing from the racist term 'Mohren', used to describe people with Black and African heritage in the colonial era. Germany was involved in the slave trade in the 16th and 17th centuries and owning black bodies, usually by forcibly deporting people to Europe as slaves and servants, was seen as a sign of power among white society. At the time the area around Anton Wilhelm Amo Strasse was inhabited by German nobility who often kept servants obtained in this way. As it was common for black people to be seen on this street, authorities gave it the racist name 'Mohrenstrasse' in the 18th century. Thus black bodies were used by the German empire to showcase their colonial power to the outside world.

Now, after campaigning and pressure from the Black Lives Matter movement, civil society organisa-
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The weaponisation of queer rights: a migration perspective

Julia Tinsley-Kent and Anastasia Gavalas on homonationalism and the British empire’s legacy of queer repression.

Understanding migration means understanding history. At the Migrants’ Rights Network, we look at migration and displacement through an intersectional lens, and are attentive to wider political events and legacies.

Queerness and the experience of LGBTQ+ people are frequently weaponised and twisted to suit a multitude of agendas. The State’s migration narrative is no exception. Whilst using LGBTQ+ rights as a tool to exclude certain groups of migrants and refugees or promote the West’s geopolitical interests, it also then subjects queer people to the very same violence it claims to want to protect them from: queer asylum seekers are subjected to the UK Home Office and Immigration Enforcement’s ingrained disbelief culture and homophobia.

Colonial context of homophobia

Before diving into the British Empire’s homophobic legacy, it is worth noting the experience of queer people has varied across time and space. Histories of tolerance and inclusion have given way to erasure and persecution as a result of colonial legacies and geopolitical power battles. Homophobia was one of Britain’s most successful exports.
Homophobia was one of Britain's most successful exports.

If we examine the present-day attitudes in the Commonwealth towards LGBTQ+ people, the shadow of British colonial-era legislation is evident. Out of the 69 countries where homosexuality is criminalised today, 36 of them are former British colonies.

As a result of European colonialism, and the legislation it inflicted on its colonies to assert its power, the prevailing sense of gender and sexuality that was imposed in the Commonwealth was largely based on Western perceptions and ‘morals’.

Let’s take the Indian Penal Code and section 377. These laws, which were imposed on colonised territories in an attempt to set “standards of behaviour,” led to widespread discrimination and persecution, as well as marginalisation and stigmatisation. They not only undermined personal privacy and freedom but also created an atmosphere of fear and mistrust.

Today in many Commonwealth countries, the societal pressure to conform to “traditional” gender roles and heteronormativity forces many LGBTQ+ individuals to hide their identities or face persecution and violence from their families and communities. We spoke to a member of our Network about their experience as a queer asylum seeker who is seeking sanctuary in the UK as they flee the colonial-era homophobic laws still in place in their country of origin. Not only are many denied basic human rights, such as access to employment, healthcare and education, there is little or no protection in the law from persecution and harassment.

Homonalism
Homonalism was a concept proposed by Jasbir Puar in 2007, which explains how Western LGBTQ+ movements are often bound up with upholding the racist ideology of the State.

Specifically, homonalism is a method by which the State uses sexuality to legitimise counterterrorism or exclusionary measures against Muslims or People of Colour. The West frames itself as an inherently progressive force, and frames Muslim and Global South communities as inherently ‘ backwards’ and ‘homophobic’ groups that it must fight against. LGBTQ+ groups in the West are often complicit in the demonisation of Muslim, racialised and migratised groups. Britain is an expert in homonalistic ideology.

Let’s look at Qatar as an example. During the World Cup, there was a widespread condemnation of Qatar’s record and stance on LGBTQ+ rights by the West. As an organisation with both Muslim and queer staff, we were concerned by the homonalist rhetoric and how LGBTQ+ rights were appropriated by state actors for geopolitical purposes, specifically towards majority Muslim countries.

This has been particularly evident in the wake of 9/11. The United States and UK have attempted to construct themselves as “gay safe” in comparison to the Middle East, ultimately bringing homosexuality into the “us-versus-them” nationalist rhetoric. However, this narrative is problematic and harmful as it ultimately ignores the fact that queer Muslims and queer people of South West Asian and North African (SWANA) heritage exist, and have always existed.

As with all religious texts, queer-affirmative interpretations of the Quran do exist, and allow for a beautiful reconciliation of queerness and Islam.

This false idea that the West is a queer utopia in contrast with other parts of the world ignores the fact that there are still many issues facing LGBTQ+ communities. In the UK, the queer community, along with migrants, are one of the targets in the growing culture war. Hate crime and hostile rhetoric towards trans people is on the rise while far-right demonstrations are taking place outside drag queen story times. Throughout time, different groups have always been constructed as a threat in order to justify violence, and we must spot that this is a pattern intended to distract from Government failures. The Government has come for migrants, and has come for queer people, and there is nothing to stop them coming for anyone else who doesn’t conform in some way.

Queer spaces in the West are also plagued by racism and whitewashing. Queer and queer POC communities are under attack from property developers, and Pride has become increasingly corporate and inaccessible to many in the community.

Cultural disbelief
The facade of Britain as an LGBTQ+ safe haven is even more problematic when examining the treatment of queer refugees in the UK’s immigration system. Disbelief culture and homophobic stereotypes of sexuality are ingrained within its structure.

Numerous accounts of traumatising treatment by Home Office officials have come to light. LGBTQ+ people are required to provide ‘evidence’ of their sexuality in order to be granted asylum. At the Migrants’ Rights Network, LGBTQ+ people have relayed st-
queer Muslims and queer people of South West Asian and North African (SWANA) heritage exist, and have always existed.

ologies, are often dismissed as invalid by the Home Office. And an asylum seeker shouldn’t have to present intimate details about their relationship histories or sexual lives in order for their sexuality to be believed.

At a time where both queer people and migrant communities are being used as scapegoats in the culture war, there is strong resistance amongst grassroots groups and young people to archaic and damaging narratives on homophobia and homonationalism. Alongside MRN, groups like Lesbians and Gays Support the Migrants and African Rainbow Family are two of many groups resisting these ideas while Queercircle or the LGBT Centre are creating much needed safe spaces. There’s a lot of work to be done, but it is clear solidarity and supporting lived experience-led groups can make a huge and long-lasting difference.

This is not only symptomatic of a wider systemic issue within the UK’s asylum system that is ultimately hostile, it exposes archaic, binary Western conceptions of sexuality and gender identity.

We need to dismantle ideas that sexuality sits within strict and rigid definitions or criteria. Sexuality is unique to the individual which people experience based on a multitude of intersecting factors.

For instance, orientations that are not legible within the framework of Western LGBTQ+ identities are automatically dismissed as inauthentic and invalid. The West uses ‘coming out’ as a stamp of legitimacy, however in many contexts it may not be desirable, or even possible, for a person to come out. This does not make an individual any less queer, or their sexual orientation or gender identity any less valid. Queer people don’t owe the world performance or proof. They are queer because they say they are.

Other sexualities that defy binaries, for instance bisexuality, pansexuality and other fluid or expansive sexualities, are often dismissed as invalid by the Home Office. And an asylum seeker shouldn’t have to present intimate details about their relationship histories or sexual lives in order for their sexuality to be believed.

As we wade through a cluster of crises we bear witness to the deterioration of our ecosystem and the destruction of our communities. In the UK, a new bill has just been proposed by the Conservative government which will prevent people seeking asylum if they have arrived through “illegal” routes. In a similar vein, across Europe, draconian policies towards migrants have intensified, creating murderous conditions for those seeking refuge. These imperialistic practices which govern our ability to move freely have also shaped the abuse and exploitation of the living world for hundreds of years. The fight to destroy borders is part of our struggle to reimagine the relationships humans have with nature. At the end of the summer 2022 a group of activists involved in both migrant and climate justice movements created a collective called “No Borders in Climate Justice.” We recognised that the two movements needed to be even more intertwined because in order to achieve the scale of transformation necessary to confront the climate crisis, we need to build a shared conceptual framework between movements. Since then we have been putting on workshops and using social media to disseminate our message.

Our demand is clear. We need no borders to achieve climate justice. We believe that people should have the freedom to move and the freedom to stay. This means we fight to end the climate crisis so that people will not
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and whose voices are the most ignored.

who are most targeted and impacted by this colonial
into nation states according to colonial logic. It is those
if we legitimize a system where the earth is divided
from a relationship of domination to one of mutuality,
possible to transform our relationship with the earth,
relationships of domination between humans. It is im -
nation between humans and nature is inseparable from
bates, people will be able to seek safety.

It is important to note that the relationship of domi-
nation between humans and nature is inseparable from
relationships of domination between humans. It is im-
possible to transform our relationship with the earth,
from a relationship of domination to one of mutuality,
if we legitimize a system where the earth is divided
into nation states according to colonial logic. It is those
who are most targeted and impacted by this colonial
violence who are most impacted by the climate crisis
and whose voices are the most ignored.

Borders are the physical manifestation of the sys-
tems of domination and racist hierarchy that have also
fueled the climate crisis: a colonial mindset that ren-
ders the natural world and human beings as resourc-
es to be commodified, categorized and disappeared in
the pursuit of power and capital. We recognise how the
border facilitates the polluting industries that exac-
erate climate chaos. Countries like the UK use their
dominance to outsource production across the border,
along with the blame for resulting emissions and eco-
logical destruction. By linking climate and border ab-
olition struggles more directly, as well as giving power
to each other as we react against this violence, we can
strengthen our shared analysis and fight against the
root causes of both borders and climate change - white
supremacist, patriarchal capitalism.

As more people are forced to flee we see the violent
discriminatory nature of borders. They exist to
keep poorer and racialised people out of richer coun-
tries and they preserve the privilege of the wealthy at
the expense of the poor. But borders do not really stop
people from moving. All they do is make it more dan-
gerous for people to move. Over 20,000 migrants have
died in the Mediterranean region since 2014. Across
Europe people are beaten by police, locked up in de-
tention centers and forced to stay in camps. In France
thousands are at the border waiting to cross to the UK,
left in dire conditions without access to adequate food,
water or shelter. As the climate crisis worsens and more
people are being forced to move, the same countries
that are most responsible for the climate crisis are the
ones who are further militarising their borders. The
power of borders to control who can move will become
a power to decide who lives and who dies. We must
abolish borders because we cannot allow this power to
be in the hands of states and national governments, be-
cause we know who will be left to die.

One of our aims is to take the conversation around
migration in the climate movement beyond the frame-
work of ‘climate refugees’. The call for climate refu-
gees to be recognised is the main way that borders
have come into mainstream climate campaigning.
Although we recognise the importance of this focus,
we also know that creating another category, which,
within our current regime will inevitably be aggres-
vively gatekept and difficult to access, legitimates the
idea that only certain people deserve to move. Cate-
gorizing migrants into “deserving” and “undeserving”
legitimates the border, and feeds into outdated colonial
practices that influence how to interact with each other.

Demands for safe and legal routes for refugees to
enter Europe and the UK are important but they are
also at risk of legitimising this categorisation, and are
not demanding enough in their scale. As states in the
global north are becoming less democratic and more
authoritarian, and global elites are being greedy in
their demands for further destruction of the planet for
the sake of their bank accounts, our demands for jus-
tice must be even greater.

We are fighting for the abolition of borders because
we want an end to hostile environments, to detention,
deportation, militarisation and surveillance. We want
people who have recently arrived, or who have been
living without documents for many years, to have the
same rights and access to a home, a family, commu-
nity, work, education and a dignified life as everyone
else, whether they were forced to move or chose to.
We want a world where all people have the freedom to
move and to stay. We want a world where a person’s
worth is not based on the passport they carry, and as
the intersecting crises of climate and capitalism wors-
en we will not accept a world where arbitrary lines on
a map will have the power of life and death over people.

We are told it is a pipe dream to have no borders, but
Capital, big business and the super rich already live in a
world without borders. Multinational companies cross
borders to avoid paying taxes, set up factories that de-
stroy the planet, and exploit cheap labour by pitting
workers of different countries against each other in a
race to the bottom. The world’s richest can also buy cit-
izenship in different countries. It’s one set of rules for
them and another for the rest of us. In order to really
achieve climate justice we must have a world without
borders for people, not just for money. We must have a
world where we are fighting to change the conditions
that produce the need for people to move, but also for
a world where people can move freely without the risk
of violence.

As the climate crisis worsens and right wing gov-
ernments continue to treat those who cross borders
as less than human, we are committed to embodying
a liberatory and abolitionist practice. The fight to end
the climate crisis must include the fight to abolish bor-
ders to ensure that these on the front lines of climate
breakdown are able to move freely to seek safety. In or-
der to achieve the scale of transformation necessary to
confront the climate crisis, we will continue to build
a shared conceptual framework between movements
and work from a shared paradigm. Join us in our ab-
olitionist practices by coming along to a workshop,
organising one for your networks and integrating a no
borders approach to the way you view climate justice.
We constantly examine, interpret, and criticize the basic connections, relations, intersections and interactions between art production, politics, economy, religion, traditions, and all other issues related to human life. From the Paleolithic cave painting that visually defines the intellectual existence of man on earth, his relationship with nature and his social activity, this relation is an eternal discussion.

When a question is asked about contemporary art, a long list of sciences, such as history, theology, sociology, anthropology, archaeology, economics, law, political sciences, language and philology, logic, aesthetics, ethics, technology, physics, chemistry, biology, mathematics, statistics etc. enters into the sphere of discussion, information and knowledge.

The relationship of art with all these sciences, information and knowledge can be examined in different ways, but when art, politics and economy convene, it is useful to focus on the following features: relations and intersections between political history and art history; the relationship and interventions of political power and economic systems with art production; the political and economic dimensions of the production processes and results of art production; and the position and function of art production within the parameters of the current global political, economic and cultural order.

Firstly, the historical process in which this question is asked is decisive in terms of the answers produced.

Power has become global, and politics is still local. The hands of politics have been cut off. People no longer believe in the democratic system because it does not keep its promises. We follow this in the migration crisis; it’s a global phenomenon, but we’re still narrow-minded. The current crisis is the crisis of democracy, the crisis of democratic institution. (1)

In Zombie Capitalism (2012), Chris Harman also outlines the economic crisis:

The economic crisis that started in 2007 is sustained by ghoul economic institution systems and zombie banks that threaten the world. According to this, the capitalist system does not provide any benefit to people, on the contrary, it creates constant chaos and crisis by directing political systems (democracy as well). The future of the system is not in the form of a return to stable growth, but of recurring instability and upheaval with an escalating ecological crisis. (2)

While Baumann and Harman criticize this period, new definitions or ideologies have been given to the existing order: Post-truth and Artificial Intelligence (AI). It has been announced that the power centers of global politics, economy and technology are manipulating the truth, which is one of the primary mental and spiritual needs of humanity in the traditional context, towards their own interests and removing the border between lie, truth and imagination. This undoubtedly points to a situation that coincides with the crisis of democracy that Baumann stated. Social media has also been cited as the nurturing ground for all these actualities.

Bauman in an interview on social media says:

Social media does not teach us to have a dialogue, because it is very easy to avoid discussion. However, many people do not use social media to unite, to open up horizons, on the contrary, they find themselves comfortable only where they can hear the echo of their own voices and what they see is the reflection of their own image. Social media is very useful because it provides pleasure, but it is a trap. (3)

Power has become global, and politics is still local. The hands of politics have been cut off.

even if the question is asked today, I would like to remind you of the effective depressive features of this process by quoting from an interview given in 2016 by the wise sociologist of the period we live in, Zygmunt Baumann. Attracting attention with his theory of “liquid modernity” in the 1990s, Baumann wrote that “all agreements are temporary, fleeting, and valid only until further notice.” He defines this as a crisis of democracy: trust has collapsed and political leaders are believed to be not only corrupt but also incompetent. He continues:

Today, art production takes place in the environment created by these multifarious crises: democracy, economy, post-truth, techno-feudalism, and social media. A global pandemic of almost three years has been added to these crises; and its future implications are still being discussed.

This is not a new situation in terms of the meaning and functions of Modern and Post-modern art productions. The art movements of the 20th century, which form the
basis of the aesthetics, forms, and function of today’s art production, were also produced during the great political crises that formed the mass wars. Here, the most important tool we can use to evaluate the situation well is memory. On 21 Oct 2013, Professor Umberto Eco spoke on the subject of the loss of collective memory:

Mass media is mainly interested in the present. Unfortunately, such a loss of memory is at work even in the scholarly world... Societies have already relied on memory in order to preserve their own identity... and when some act of censorship erases out a section of a society's memory, this society undergoes an identity crisis (4)

The 1917 revolution created two unique and influential art movements, Constructivism and Suprematism, and paved the way for the formation of the great political revolution. There were multiple instances during the 20th century where political leaders' involvement in the arts did not support the arts and artists. Indeed, the interventions of Lenin and Stalin seemed to have erased Constructivism and Suprematism from the art map prematurely. Adolf Hitler, on the other hand, censored all kinds of art products that did not resemble his own Kitsch paintings under the title of "Entartete Kunst" (degenerated art) and tried to destroy the entire production of German Modernism; except for the pictures that his generals smuggled out and hid in underground warehouses.

Hitler’s 1937 speech is published on the internet. I present for your information a few sentences that spew hatred:

National Socialism will purify Germany and our people from any influence that is dangerous to its existence. This cleansing will not happen in a day, so those who create these dangers should have no doubt that sooner or later the hour of their annihilation will arrive. These prehistoric, stone age cultivators may return to their ancestral caves to make those primitive international scribbles...

It is a fact that today there are politicians in non-democratic countries who make speeches that evoke this speech (5)

In the 1950s, art production was used as an effective means of diffusion for US global political-cultural activity. The fact that the USA brought its art to the world through Europe starting from 1947 and throughout the 1950s is an interesting example of the use of art as a tool for nationalist political interests. In particular, the production of Abstract Expressionism led to the emergence of individuality and free expression in art, which the USA advocated in terms of national cultural identity, and the development of modern art museums and galleries. (6)

The fall of the Berlin wall allowed the pioneering art productions in Eastern Europe and Russia, which were not observable during the Cold War, to be visible, and to write an integrated history of European art production. The communication and exchange between art movements in Western and Eastern Europe started the redirection of the principles and contents of Modern art towards the Globalization ideology.

While writing in exile in France, Walter Benjamin proposed the conscious politicization of art as opposed to the aestheticization of politics, which in the last retreat inevitably turns into war. For Benjamin:

"If an artist can freely question, criticize and comment on a political problem, a social trauma, or a massacre, in his country or in the international environment, then there is a healthy relationship between art and politics in that artist's country."
painting was outside the sphere of interest of political power. While verbal and literary art and moving image became the nightmare of ruling governments, painting was seen as harmless material. In the 1980s, during Post-modernism and later during Globalization, the private sector embraced art and culture as branding. Yet, keeping the brand on the agenda triggered a kind of monopoly. In countries where authoritarian governments are dominant, the private sector had to create its cultural policy according to the imposed political order.

What kind of relationship should there be within these conditions? If contemporary art, and especially contemporary art with a critical and political content, has entered the parliament of a country, it means that there is a healthy relationship between art and politics in that country. The most authoritative example of this is exhibited in the Federal German Reichstag building. The entire building is equipped like a contemporary art museum. In the Middle Court Hans Haacke’s installation Die Bevölkerung (peoples) is a major example. If an artist can freely question, criticize and comment on a political problem, a social trauma, or a massacre, in his country or in the international environment, then there is a healthy relationship between art and politics in that artist’s country.

In countries with damaged democracy, the change in the culture and art industry should be as follows: culture and art centers belonging to state and local governments should be restructured as independent enterprises; specialists should manage them. All productions related to contemporary arts should be extended to the most remote corners of the countries. State and local governments should stop protecting the function, intruding on decision-making and commenting on contemporary art aesthetics, forms and discourses. Promotion of contemporary art and cultural productions to international art environments should be free and independent; however, state, and local governments should support these initiatives financially. Balanced budgets should be supportive, rewarding and encouraging for creative people rather than activities.

Covid-19, the global pandemic and quarantine has dealt a further blow to the crises that non-democracy, Zombie-capitalism, social media, and post-truth have created and continues its own uncanny crisis without political-economic-cultural discrimination. As one stands on the threshold between the recent past and the future, one can perceive this change with amazement. The global pandemic rules also faded the inequality between global culture and art industries. The preconditions for the as yet unpredictable change are set in motion. However, after the pandemic, since February 2022 the war between Russia and Ukraine has created a new instability in terms of culture and art not only between these two countries, but also in the whole EU and related countries. Artists and art experts had to resign or leave their homeland.

“The production of art can affect people’s lives for the better; giving them the power of perception, interpretation, and criticism, and helping them make positive decisions about the future.”

Will the features that have been valid and invalid in culture and art systems until today be valid in the future? The current article by Daehyung Lee on Artreview answers this question very optimistically:

The future is not a utopia that comes inevitably. It’s an extremely fluid landscape that changes constantly depending on what we imagine. And whether it is a dystopia or a utopia depends on the dreams and actions of people living now. (8)

Let’s join this optimism and assume that even if the future is uncertain, based on the examples so far, the production of art can affect people’s lives for the better; giving them the power of perception, interpretation, and criticism, and helping them make positive decisions about the future despite the difficulties imposed by politics and economy.
Back in November 2021, while putting together the Room to Bloom’s program in Palermo, we were decoding a complex chart of tension with a myriad of centres and peripheries layered along the western border space. It was a time of questioning how a cohort of international artists of diasporic backgrounds, dealing with post-colonial, decolonial, and ecofeminism practices, could briefly intertwine with the local arts scene and activists to induce enduring disruptive effects for all. The British Council international collaboration grant open call seemed an excellent opportunity to geographically and institutionally expand this inquiry.

As an associate curator, I am interested in promoting strategies to explore the subversive potential of the arts as a conduit for related fields of action. Drafted with our Colombian ally Organismo, our project proposal claimed room for radical imagination, creating alliances and conditions for a counter-displacement through the scope of arts. Collectively venturing into the unknown and encouraging encounters beyond the comfort zone of our perspectives, the liminal space and tensions within the so-called margins were to be the primary place of inquiry.

We were keen to explore new strategies for interpersonal, regional, and north-southern alliances to ethically reach alternative self-guarded forms of resistance, values, and dreams. To explore jointly the creative potential of in-between space of multiple cultures, sensitivities, and perceptions and how art can engage in fostering new modes of coexistence.

If separation stands as a binding condition, we were willing to interrogate the forms of exclusion and fragmentation intrinsic to the notion of enclosure, structuring the nation-state framework and the ruling power relations of our time. To further emancipatory practices for reciprocal care, to reappropriate time-space from profit, disrupting the linear time of logic of progress. Given the current crisis driven by an apocalyptic lack of individual agency, we acknowledge the urge to cultivate common interests and lead the process into action, igniting proactive forms of advocacy.

Process-oriented, the focus will be on how, rather than an outcome, counter-sensing the disciplined mechanisms of production of meaning of the self-referential space of arts. Unlearning by doing will reveal forms of undisciplined togetherness: forcing us to shift perspectives and resignify our positions and imaginaries. To reclaim the possibility for self-growth, renewal, and transformation while contributing to empowering and strengthening the singular ongoing processes.

This slow curatorship engages a relational open-end process embracing failure, redirecting, observing, self-reflecting, and witnessing while remaining critical. Holding space for fluid transformation, digestion, and committing to the mobilizing agencies at play. The following offers a singular point of view out of the multiple perspectives gathered in this journey.

**Building a Transborder Residency**

Being aware of the challenging risks of appropriation, exoticization, and fetishization that would reaffirm the geographical and epistemic gaps we aimed to bridge; outreach towards locally established networks of trust was fundamental.

Organismo was invited to carry on-site mediumship in the frame of its ‘Body, weaving, territory’ art residencies. Organismo is a ten-year private organisation in Colombia that focuses on cultural exchange and ecosystemic regeneration and research: local pioneers in low-impact construction techniques, alternative technologies, ecological restoration, and knowledge-transfer scenarios. The first phase foresaw European Alternatives meeting their Colombian allies for a vision session to align values and the concrete residence unfolding. We gathered daily at Casa del Pensamiento – the house for common thought – around a fire, a non-human agency that was a host during the entire process, a space of focus to discuss and fine-tune the collective vibrational intentions in a sort of contemporary ritual.

As a result, the invite expanded to two Colombian artists making for a trans-disciplinary community with a more resourceful set of sensitivities, different languages, backgrounds, and trajectories intersecting. Selection of artists was crucial to the journey: among a large group of practitioners on both shores whose interest delved into textiles, water thinking, non-human agencies, spatial research, and knowledge ecologies: Dan Coopey (UK), Daniella Valz-Gen (Peruvian, twenty years UK based), Siu Vásquez and María Buenaventura (Colombia), were selected.
Locating the project

La Urbana is a 140-inhabitant Piaroa settlement located in the tropical rainforest transitional floodplains of the Orinoco River, at the Colombia and Venezuela border. It belongs to ‘Resguardo Unificado de la Selva de Matawani’, a protected area of 1,849,613 hectares inhabited by 12,000 indigenous people of seven different ethnic groups, granted collective property title and autonomous self-governance.

Bodily Technologies: Deep Listening

Once we met in Organizmo, silence, awareness, and presence were strongly encouraged.

Juanita Delgado, an artist who delves into sound and deep listening as a political practice, generously joined. Other members of Organizmo’s larger community contributed: Rafael Duarte artist, Mateo Hernández Schmitt empirical naturalist, and Barbara Santos electronic artist and researcher, shared insights directing our awareness to the countless co-existing agencies surrounding us. Inviting our bodily agency to rehearse, to re-enchant matter through our senses: wind, water and fire, pollinators, birds in migration, a ruache (an endemic tree), a frogs’ choir, and the toroidal space to name a few, proved silence to be an abundant place for resonance; for multiple voices to arise and to belong.

The methodology introduced the body as our primary tool for transformation, seeking to counterbalance the bias of logo-centric knowledge, preconceptions, and the streams of noise and flow of mediated images circulating at high speed in ego tech echo chambers. Fine-tuning our bodies, opening space to resonate around the fire to who we were and what was next.

What could have been an exotic extractive model serving the travel economy regime has been strategically repurposed into a resilient strategy reinforcing circular economy and self-identity across exchange.

Characterised by their organisational faculties and resilient female leadership, La Urbana and Pueblo Nuevo - twin villages - were willing to extend an invitation to host our program for a month.

The river

Each territory holds a complex multitude of maps. Orinoco River is a line, a border on a political map, and the backbone of regional trade. However, its basin spreads a hyper-sea of myriad bodies of water entangling deep geological, cosmological, and atmospheric time. Younger sources spring from Los Andes mountain ranges, and the black and red waters source from the earth, mingling into la -Estrella Ruvial- river star. Sonic fluidity runs through magnetic fields of frequencies: all life breathes in continuity, symbiotically exhaling with it. Its temporalities dictates life’s calendar. Amid shifting atmospheres, we navigated among free canopies, emerging sand, and stones, meandering a fluctuating horizon of undrawn confinement. La Urbana stands protected as a refuge in constant transit of presence, surrounded by amphibious cartographies.

Kinship: collective time

Making our way to Matawani, flying into Puerto Inirida, we were welcomed by Eneido, and boated along riverways to meet our hosts, enthusiastic about sharing their way of life and learning new languages. Delcia, Gladis, Gloria, Yelitza, Yolanda, and Nury, were allocated resources to guide this encounter. We introduced ourselves, our interests, and each artist’s competencies to contribute to any purpose they would assess to identify. Spiraling around their guesthouse, each trajectory and space of action would organically arise and to belong. One can travel far and thus travel deep: secluded and disconnected from referential frames, with no compass and no internet, the artist’s self-engagement, endurance, and generosity spanned another pace, sense of place, and time. They were recent acquaintances plunged into uncertainty, contradiction, conflict, and marvel while seeking momentary connection. To show up daily for brief moments of submission: standing thoroughly across others’ routine, relating with no anchor but oneself, displaced and misplaced; while local daily life was disrupted by foreigner’s committed gaze, presence, and labour. To offer and to receive, weighing to maintain, to adapt, to adopt, or reject, portrays the footprint of a unique blend of togetherness harbouring vulnerable threads, each hosting the other within themselves.

Recipes as thresholds

Maria, whose practice centres on local food production systems, was called to exchange recipes in diverse kitchen typologies managed by women. The yuca brava, a poisonous tubercle and its by-products, constitutes the Amazon-Orinoquian region’s base diet, similar to wheat or corn. We joined the processing of the yuca brava, a refined technology performed over thousands of years of laborious process and joint effort to need, harvest, ferment and roast.

The larger traditional collective unit activated during our stay and, a few household units altogether hosted a diffused alchemical laboratory merging flavours into daily routines. Eating and cooking are connection rituals: the daily fishing, hunting, and fruit picking would provide a full spectrum of bodily exchange circulating an entire landscape through our bodies. For María all ingredients hold a story and stand as memory-keepers, gathering a living archive, thresholds for a territory- entrenched dance.

Food becomes an act of resistance, a place for nurturing and celebrating life, and of offering. It takes a river and its entire supporting life system to perform a traditional recipe. It takes a sense of risk, knowledge, and great curiosity to attempt an unprecedented sourdough of yuca brava that Maria brought to life and fermented with daily care.

Weaving

Later on, a Catumare – a yuca brava back carrier- was our introduction to weaving hands-on: a technique the elders Gloria and Gladys taught. While remembering, younger women became aware of its loss. Local fibres were for decades intensively deployed, the fibre source was three day’s distance away. Working as memory-coding and devices for environmental management, craftsmanship throughout the year provides a source of income. Most importantly, it prevents younger women from leaving, disrupting the rooted circularity intertwining domestic nurturing, learning, and care. To have had the opportunity to journey to collect the living matter radically shifted our tactile and spatial
perception of the amount of labour and nature weavers pour into their craft. Despite Dan’s limited Spanish, weaving allowed a quantic bridge, a cross-cultural language regardless of precedence or gender role identification, serving as a medium for exploration, earnestly exchanging each other’s techniques. The power of shared expertise seeking to solve common questions revealed collective intelligence to a lonesome weaver, as Dan has never experienced before. Informed by the tension between the hard fibres at hand and their bodies, the quest brought to life artefacts unique to this encounter, to its time and place, not without struggle.

For Daniella, an artist and oracle, a migrant, a weaver of the non-tangible, the river was her main interest. The fluid entity portrayed resonance for her unique blend of critical sensitivity and ability to articulate words as vessels.

She was requested directly by young Melissa to support the transcription of her grandmother’s stories. Storytelling retrieves wisdom demanding responsibility to learn. Hector, the local professor and translator explained how Piaroa’s language beyond discourse animates life: an encrypted memory system written across a vast territory. Stories are not myths nor old; they are circular communication of the memory of all existing things. Navigation charts for the present, given in the past and orally passed into the future. Orality is constantly risking its loss; the lesser stories told, the more knowledge gets forever lost. To remember –recordare in Latin–, to pass back through the heart becomes essential.

The written word practice may not be as visually laborious from a gender role perspective, considering the feminine relies on strong physical performativity in Piaroa’s way of life. Daniella stood lost in translation but rooted in presence: actively listening while holding space, vulnerably surrendering to the unbridgeable gap of translational grey-zones. The foreigner condition entails a continuous search for identification and bonding. The effort to channel continuity in a broken line of transfer between generations, seeking to identify brief glimpses of women’s universes was insightful, yet significantly challenging. Intimate dialogues would nurture empathy, a feeling of bareness.

Stone and clay: deep time

We are the stories we tell

An investigation by Oliver Ressler
Barricading the Ice Sheets is an exhibition about global warming, the climate justice movements and its relationship to the arts.

From the first COP (United Nations Climate Change Conference) in Germany in 1995 to the last one this year in Egypt, 27 years have passed in which global carbon emissions have not been reduced at all. As a result, global temperatures continue to rise. This inaction on the part of nation states has led people to act on their own, without representation. Horizontally organised climate movements have sprung up all over the world. These collective action movements have carried out blockades of fossil fuel extraction industries and transport routes, organised mobilisations against airport expansions, conducted successful divestment campaigns and stopped drilling in the Arctic. Or, as we have seen very recently, they have carried out protest actions in front of works of art in Europe’s most important museums.

The title Barricading the Ice Sheets refers to the scale of the emergency facing the climate justice movement and the scope of what it sets out to do. To barricade ice sheets as they melt is physically impossible, but the movement is attempting something historically unprecedented, because the planet has never in recorded human history confronted so absolute a threat. When Arctic ice melts, sea levels rise everywhere; islands and cities flood and sink, agriculture and fisheries falter and human life is compromised.

The exhibition Barricading the Ice Sheets presents films, photographic works and installations resulting from a decade of research by artist and filmmaker Oliver Ressler recording and documenting exemplary mobilisations, activities, assemblies and working meetings of climate movements around the world.

The exhibition has travelled across the globe and can currently be viewed at LABoral Centro de Arte y Creación Industrial, Gijón (28.01. – 09.09.2023), and The Showroom, London (18.04. – 24.06.2023).

Oliver Ressler produces installations, projects in public space, and films on economics, democracy, racism, climate breakdown, forms of resistance and social alternatives. He has completed forty-one films that have been screened in thousands of events of social movements, art institutions and film festivals.

Find out more at www.ressler.at

Credits: Oliver Ressler, Barricading the Ice Sheets: Repossess the Plant, the Planet, LABoral Centro de Arte y Creación Industrial, Gijón (ES), 2023. Photos: Marcos Morilla
Framework for Resilience: Ecological Empathy

Framework for Resilience is a three-part series of online conversations which bring together activists, artists, researchers and educators to think about the world we are creating, the world we are destroying, the systems which will fall, and those which should prevail.

The first episode of the series focuses on the dismissive and destructive ways colonial powers have overtaken the natural world, extending the same attitudes to those who call these spaces home. Foregrounding the importance of empathy and practices of care, the speakers discuss the effects of taking a more mindful and generous approach to the places we live, and our neighbours.

Hosted by Lesley Taker (Exhibitions Manager at FACT), mediated by Dr. Luiza Prado de O Martins (Artist, Researcher) who are joined by Dr. Edna Bonhomme (Historian, Writer, Interdisciplinary Artist), Céline Semaan-Vernon (Founder of Slow Factory Foundation, Designer, Writer, Activist) and Shonagh Short (Artist, Socially Engaged Practice).

Installation view at FACT, 2020. Exhibited as part of And Say the Animal Responded?
Anna Krenz | Polish feminist protest art in Berlin

Global Scream!
Since the election victory of the populist PiS party in December 2015, Poland is well on its way to becoming an autocracy. The policies of the government controlled by Jarosław Kaczynski have led to the collapse of the separation of powers, important institutions such as the Constitutional Tribunal, and led to the division of Polish society. From the very beginning, tens of thousands of Poles protested against these changes, also in Polish communities abroad. This was also the case in Berlin.

When many of us, active but also hitherto uninvolved, casual people, stood on the streets in April 2016, a new stage of the struggle for women’s rights in Poland began. The protests and mass disgust were a reaction to the first attempts of the conservative PiS party government and ultra-catholic organisations to tighten the abortion law. The process of building a new relationship in Polish–German civil feminist circles has also begun. Since April 2nd, 2016, as Dziewuchy Berlin (Gals Berlin) we have been active in Berlin organizing demonstrations, pickets, and artistic actions in solidarity with the Polish cause - from reproductive rights to free courts. We write articles for the press, write letters, sign petitions, speak at demonstrations and take part in discussions about Poland, and we constantly inform people in Germany about women’s and LGBT+ struggles for their rights and the situation in Poland. At the same time we stand in solidarity with other migrant women on the streets of Berlin, we engage in campaigns in the fight for women’s rights in Germany (e.g. Paragraf 218 and 219a).

One of the main activities of the collective has been political art - visual arts, literature and performance. As an artist, I believe that being „against” (something) is not enough, that is why my share and my workload at the collective has been the creative process and art. Art serves as a tool and medium to address challenging issues, offering a way to reflect, evoke and express collective emotions, needed especially in times of the rise of authoritarian regimes. Artistic activities can also help to build communities, to bring people together across differences when unity, strength and solidarity are most needed. Political art is part of Polish culture and tradition, also for the Polish diaspora abroad.

In my artistic work I have always referred to political and social themes. Getting involved in activism, I have been making posters and graphics for actions and demonstrations, painting banners using the same tools, materials and methods as I use in my professional work. For each protest or action I come up with a separate visual concept specific to the theme, sometimes referring to previous works I have created (and still am) in the context of the art and gallery world. I perceive demonstrations as spectacles, as theatre, with „actors” (speakers, musicians, performers), with a stage and scenography (public space), dramaturgy (speakers’ list and program) and the audience (participants of demonstration).

Polish migrant women are often discriminated against on many levels - on the basis of gender or being foreigners, while in their homeland they become redundant and unimportant because they left it behind. Through artistic and political activism, reaching back into history, we aim to create HERstory, to change the pattern and perception of Polish women as „inferior sisters” or “victims” (of history, the system, patriarchy, nationality) and to build a strong position for Polish women in Berlin. When we started our actions in 2016, we called for solidarity with women and LGBT+ in Poland, later, by engaging with women’s rights and LGBT+ in Germany, we called for the opposite solidarity (unfortunately without success). Our artistic actions became our signature sign, our activities recognized in Germany - we were awarded prizes for our actions: Feminist Green Pussyhat Prize in 2018 and Clara Zetkin Frauenpreis in 2021. At some point, we consciously took the decision to abandon the role of „inferior sisters from the East”.

In 2022, we were the ones to recognize and honor other activists with our own prizes - Siostry*! Preis for Good Sisterhood and Feminist Collaboration.
So what did this paradigm shift in the perception of Polish migrant women in Berlin look like? Here are some important milestones of this process:

2016 - Black Protest

Black Monday was a women’s strike across Poland, a culmination of the nationwide Black Protest campaign against the proposed abortion ban. For the demonstration location I chose the stairs of the Warschauer Brücke, which became the stage, surrounded by the audience - demonstrators dressed in black, who created the scenography for this “spectacle”, just like in the theatre. The Black Protest showed the power of Polish women, it was the beginning of a new wave of international solidarity across borders. It was also the first and largest protest about Polish women to date.

2018 - Sisters in arms

We are part of many networks and coalitions in Germany, Poland and abroad. We are part of the Alliance for Sexual Self-Determination (Bündnis für sexuelle Selbstbestimmung), with which we actively work for reproductive rights. The history of legislation concerning pregnancy termination in Poland and Germany is partly common (partitions of Poland, Nazi regime) and partly similar (“compromises” of the 1990s) and also concerns contemporary Polish women who come to Germany to terminate their pregnancy.

2019 - Global Scream

Berlin is a city still divided. Every year for Women’s Day there are several marches (more every year), which unfortunately take different routes, due to ideological differences. In 2017, we managed to accomplish almost a miracle – to make both marches meet in one place – at our Polish protest in Oranienplatz. In 2019 it was not possible to gather the divided feminist marches in one place. Therefore, as part of the newly-founded Feministischer Frauen*streik (Feminist Women’s Strike), I proposed 2 artistic actions: symbolic strike #IchStreike and one minute of screaming #GlobalScream to unite us, at least for 1 minute (a year). Global Scream is a scream of rage, anger, regret – each of us knows these emotions, even if their causes differ. Anyone can scream. We don’t even have to speak the same language to become one voice. The voice of women. Since 2019, we perform Global Scream every year. In Poland the action was popularized later by an activist from Warsaw, unfortunately without crediting and without the Berlin origins of this idea.

2020 - Botschaft der Polinnen*

Since PiS party took over power in Poland, it has taken over institutions, state offices, state-owned companies and of course state offices abroad – including embassies. With huge funds, the ruling party is also opening new institutions (for example, the Pilecki Institute in Berlin), universities or museums, some of which are duplicating existing ones.

That is why I decided to open our own embassy – Botschaft der Polinnen* (double meaning in German, Botschaft as an embassy and as a message). Botschaft der Polinnen* is an artistic concept, based on my previous work called „Polish Wife“, but also a physical structure for exhibitions, performances, meetings, discussions and art. All people are and can be ambassadors, regardless of gender, nationality or beliefs.
2020 - Bloody Weeks

After the announcement of the verdict of the Julia Przyłębska’s Constitutional Tribunal on 22.10.2020, banning abortion in the case of lethal fetal defects, again, thousands of people took to the streets in Poland. In Berlin we organised the “Bloody Weeks” of solidarity actions with Poland. Since it was in the middle of the Corona lockdown, we offered many different forms of protests and civic political engagement - from huge demonstrations, marches, “instant theater”, visits at the Embassy or Julia Przyłębskas residence, to online actions (writing letters, reading Polish poetry), etc. It was actually a political activist art festival - not #BerlinArtWeek, but Berlin Bloody Weeks. It was originally supposed to be one week, but it came out to 9 long Bloody Weeks (20.10.2020 till 13.12.2020). We organised all in our free time, for free. And we paid the price with health, private lives and our own finances. Nevertheless, it was worth it.

2021 - International Council of Polish Women+

During the exhausting Bloody Weeks, we all needed care and sisterhood. Gosia Wochowska (Łódzkie Dziewuchy) and Kata Waniek (Dziewuchy Switzerland) proposed an informal online event for Polish migrant activists “Feminist Wine”. At this meeting I proposed to establish a council of Polish women abroad. I noticed that regardless of the country we live in, Polish women are left for themselves. “Polonia” organisations abroad are often outdated, run by elderly men and unresponsive to the needs of younger generations, especially women. So we needed one that would take care of us and one that we could identify with. So we made it. On March 8th, 2021 the International Council of Polish Women+ was officially initiated. We have about 40 members from about 13 countries. If something is missing, we make it. This is what artists do.

2022 - Why do we need heroines?

In September 2022, together with Ewa Maria Słaska, we organised a project on herstory, Polish memorials and war, based on the biography of the Poznan anti-fascist activist and writer Irena Bobowska and relating to the present day and feminism across borders. Everyone knows Sophie Scholl, but little is said about the Polish heroines who fought against Nazism, lost their lives for freedom, and are forgotten today. Bobowska was murdered in Berlin in 1942, aged only 22. She wrote poems, drew, and rode a wheelchair; despite her disability, she was full of life and energy. In Poznan she published the opposition newspaper “Pobudka” and it was for this that she (and members of the editorial board) were sentenced to be beheaded by guillotine.

We remind you of the missing half of history. In our actions, we often talk about forgotten women, anonymous heroines, because in a civilization based on patriarchy, history is written by the victors - men, monuments are erected for men. In order to make up for the lost years, we should give HERstories faces, write and speak about heroines, including unknown ones. Nobody will do it for us.

2022 - German-Polish Sisterhood

On September 28th, 2022, we awarded Siostry*Prizes to activists from Berlin and Poland. The prizes were based on the new German-Polish treaty I wrote in February 2022 - Treaty for Good Sisterhood and Feminist Collaboration, as the 1992 Treaty of Good Neighbourship and Friendly Cooperation, signed by Poland and united Germany, did not seem to cover all aspects of German-Polish friendship - the grassroots bottom-up one, the feminist cooperation for modern times nor sisterhood for the future to come.